NY HEADSHOTS STUDIO

A great photo will make you stand out and change the
way people look at you
Whether your portrait is for the
cover of Time magazine or your
LinkedIn profile, you can count on
being given an exceptional quality
photo.
Photographers
Lourdes emerged into professional
photography from an extensive acting
and modeling career. She truly
understands what it is to be in front of
the camera and brings her experience to
take images that reveal beauty,
confidence and personality.

With a friendly staff and an
accommodating atmosphere, we
constantly strive to bring out the
best in every person we
photograph.

Indoor Studio + Outdoor Studio
Beaux Arts
307 E 44TH ST, Studio 1806, New York,
NY

Located close to Grand Central and the
United Nations, our studio is equipped
with professional lighting and
backgrounds for portraits and full body
images.
For a greater variety of lighting options
we shoot both indoors and outdoors.
Our large rooftop terrace is set up for
natural lighting with various backdrops
including the stunning midtown
skyline: UNESCO, the United
Nations, Chrysler building and Tudor
City.

Full body studio backdrops:

Other backdrops include
turquoise, pink, green, brick
wall, steel, stone wall.

On Location
For headshots of executives or
photographing the whole office our mobile
team will set up a professional studio right
at your office. This greatly saves time of
your employees and allows us to take
pictures of groups at competitive rates.
Prices start at $500-. Please contact us for
more details.

HOW TO PREPARE
Some tips to prepare and help you get the best out of the photo session.
Appearance is key in a photo shoot. When you’re preparing for your session,
ask yourself about the general attire of people in your line of work. What kind
of image do you want to portray? If you’re looking for a professional LinkedIn
photo, you’re going to want to wear a suit, even if your current job title doesn’t
demand you wear one. When you’re looking to climb the corporate ladder or
switch careers, the more professional the photo, the better.

If you’re looking for a professional bio picture for a business website, Twitter or
a Facebook photo you’ll want to dress more professionally, while appearing
slightly more casual. A jacket or blazer can still work wonders, but consider
whom you need to address first.
BUSINESS HEADSHOT
Ladies
Dark jackets photograph well, but a solid color blouse or a sweater could be just
fine. Make sure to bring your make-up and a hairbrush for touchups.
Gentlemen
We recommend dark blue or black suits. A matching tie would look great even if
you normally don't wear it. Solid colors are better for pictures. Make sure all
clothes are clean and ironed. Clean shave or a beard trim is essential. Try to do it
right before your session or feel free to do it at our studio. Bring your hairbrush
for touchups.

Our New York studio is conveniently located close to Grand Central and the
United Nations. We do professional headshots for business, LinkedIn, websites,
family, social media. Flexible rates, friendly atmosphere, superb quality.

